
 

Can Money be Made in Trading? 

Every trader who is interested in taking up trading as a profession usually has this questions, Can money 

be really made in trading? If money can be made trading, how much money can be made trading? There 

is a massive range of income potential when it comes to trading depending on the choice of timeframe 

for trading. It is very much possible that some people will also need to work another job as they maybe 

able to manage to get only a little amount of money from trading in the beginning stages. There are 

traders who can live comfortably on what they make in trading and there is a very small percentage of 

great traders who make a fortune in trading. There is also a majority of want-to-be traders who will fail 

at trading, lose money and never make any money. 

The amount of money that can be earned from trading depends on individual personality and differs 

from person to person. Basic requirements are systematic and proper training, backtested strategies if 

one is doing system trading and experience in identifying patterns if one is doing discretionary trading. 

Even after having the previously mentioned basic traits , discipline and patience in execution of the 

trading plan plays a big role. This are the personal traits which can be developed and controlled in a 

trader. External factors like Volatility and Trend plays a bigger role in determining the quantum of 

income one can generate. In a volatile market a good trader can find more number of trades and in a 

sideways market only hedged trades work which deliver a limited risk-reward opportunity.  Consistency 

in the execution and method of trading is a key factor for long term success. Deviating from your trading 

plan may prove profitable in the short term but in long term this may prove a big disaster and blow up 

your entire account. Not having a trading plan or a trading strategy is like planning for a loss and sure 

factor for failure. Trading is a business and like any other business steady income is not possible, there 

will be a variance in the income be it any time frame. Trading is all about probabilities and there is equal 

probability of loss as well as profit. The problem with new traders is that they just cant handle losing 

trades . They think they are doing something wrong and keep switching methods and strategies. But the 

real  problem is that any method or strategy wont be profitable all the time, there will be losing streaks 

and it’s the traders conviction in their strategy that keeps them in the game in time of losing streaks. 

Most of newbie traders consist of people who after graduation are stuck in some 9-5 jobs and are tired 

of the daily routine and living off month after month on making both ends meet from salary. This are 

wanna-be traders who have read success stories of great traders and the hell lot of money they have 

made from trading. But they never realize the amount of years and hard work that goes into becoming a 

successful trader as this is the only profession where the failure rate is as high as 95-98%. Any person 

getting into a decent employment must have completed atleast 14 years of schooling plus 3 years of 

graduation and 2-4 years of specialization, and a few year of on job training after almost two decades of 

studies. That makes around 20-25 years of training before he or she starts to make some money of the 

job. Whereas the same person expects to start earning from trading the very first month or first year 

with zero training or knowledge .  This is the only reason why failure rate is as high as 95-98% in trading 

profession. The proper way to switch from your current job to trading for a living would be first gather 

knowledge and gather some on hands training with some mentor who has been successfully making 



money at trading. Training is the key to success be it any profession. A person joining the army or police 

trains for atleast one year. Professionals like doctors and chartered accountants train under existing 

professionals for atleast 2-3 years. Lack of undergoing training leads to failure in any profession. Training 

is very important and proper training from a successful trader is important to develop trading skills. A 

good training will develop confidence and starting with a small scale account will go a long way in 

building confidence. The starting account should of such an amount that can be risked and consider as 

learning fees if lost. Most of newbie traders fail to make money as they spend too much of their time in 

searching for that perfect method or otherwise the “holy grail”. They are attracted by the 

advertisements or the testimonies of supertraders who have discovered some secret that makes trading 

easy and loss free. The secret to success in trading is that there is no secret other than hardwork and 

discipline. To be rich you have to work round the clock, lose hours of sleep, go through testing times of 

losses, suffer countless ups and downs and even after all this sacrifices there is no surety of success. Its 

not  the method or strategy that wins the game but its all about how the trader adapts that method or 

strategy to the market and uses it with disciplined execution with consistency irrespective of results. 

Only the Most dedicated,courageous and disciplined ones will make it. That’s because trading is 90% 

psychology and 10% strategy. You can learn the most effective strategy in the world and still fail because 

you might not have the emotional capacity to execute it. If you don’t have the will and discipline to be 

taught by the markets, you wont be able to neither adapt to this profession or excel in this.Psychology 

plays such a massive role in the success or failure of any trader risking their own money in the open 

markets and that role becomes larger or smaller in direct proportion of how much capital you are risking 

relative to how much you have available. If you living depends on your trading especially if you have no 

reasonable sized contingency fund to fall back on then you are going to make your trading exponentially 

more difficult. 

Five basic requisites for making it big at trading are 1) Training(rigorous training of all aspects of training 

like technical analysis, sufficient experience in real trading ,risk management, money management and 

psychology). 2)Mentorship( Someone who is successful trader and who is willing to guide you on daily 

basis). 3)Top trading tools( sufficient capital, trading software with fast connectivity, charting tools with 

signals, news like results,etc).4) Traders to talk to( having a group of traders who are in similar type of 

trading with whom queries can be discussed.5) strategies that worked( 2-3 strategies that are 

backtested and had worked consistently in the past). 

Profitable trading for a living is certainly possible and one can do far better than just making a living. But 

the approach taken to the market is paramount and starting undercapitalized can spell an end to your 

trading journey before it begins. Start only with a capital that you can afford to lose every penny of 

without losing your sleep and try your best to not let that happen. 
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